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Abstract
We study the problem of deterministic approximate
counting of matchings and independent sets in graphs of
bounded connective constant. More generally, we consider
the problem of evaluating the partition functions of the
monomer-dimer model (which is defined as a weighted
sum over all matchings where each matching is given a
weight γ |V |−2|M | in terms of a fixed parameter γ called
the monomer activity) and the hard core model (which
is defined as a weighted sum over all independent sets
where an independent set I is given a weight λ|I| in terms
of a fixed parameter λ called the vertex activity). The
connective constant is a natural measure of the average
degree of a graph which has been studied extensively
in combinatorics and mathematical physics, and can be
bounded by a constant even for certain unbounded degree
graphs such as those sampled from the sparse Erdős–Rényi
model G(n, d/n).
Our main technical contribution is to prove the best
possible rates of decay of correlations in the natural
probability distributions induced by both the hard core
model and the monomer-dimer model in graphs with a
given bound on the connective constant. These results on
decay of correlations are obtained using a new framework
based on the so-called message approach that has been
extensively used recently to prove such results for bounded
degree graphs. We then use these optimal decay of
correlations results to obtain FPTASs for the two problems
on graphs of bounded connective constant.
In particular, for the monomer-dimer model, we give
a deterministic FPTAS for the partition function on all
graphs of bounded connective constant for any given value
of the monomer activity. The best previously known
deterministic algorithm was due to Bayati, Gamarnik,
Katz, Nair and Tetali [STOC 2007], and gave the same
runtime guarantees as our results but only for the case of
bounded degree graphs. For the hard core model, we give
an FPTAS for graphs of connective constant ∆ whenever
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∆
the vertex activity λ < λc (∆), where λc (∆) ··= (∆−1)
∆+1 ;
this result is optimal in the sense that an FPTAS for any
λ > λc (∆) would imply that NP=RP [Sly, FOCS 2010].
The previous best known result in this direction was a
recent paper by a subset of the current authors [FOCS
2013], where the result was established under the suboptimal condition λ < λc (∆ + 1).
Our techniques also allow us to improve upon known
bounds for decay of correlations for the hard core model
on various regular lattices, including those obtained by
Restrepo, Shin, Vigoda and Tetali [FOCS 11] for the
special case of Z2 using sophisticated numerically intensive
methods tailored to that special case.

1 Introduction
1.1 Background This paper studies the problem
of approximately counting independent sets and
matchings in sparse graphs. We consider these problems within the more general formalism of spin systems. In this setting, one first defines a natural probability distribution over configurations (e.g., independent sets or matchings) in terms of local interactions.
The counting problem then corresponds to computing
the normalization constant, known as the partition
function in the statistical physics literature. The partition function can also be seen as a generating function
of the combinatorial structures being considered and
is an interesting graph polynomial in its own right.
The first model we consider is the so called hard
core model, which is defined as follows. We start with
a graph G = (V, E), and specify a vertex activity or
fugacity parameter λ > 0. The configurations of the
hard core model are the independent sets of the graph,
and the model assigns a weight w(I) = λ|I| to each
independent set I in G. The weights in turn determine
a natural probability distribution µ(I) = Z1 w(I) over
the independent sets known as the Gibbs distribution.
Here,
X
Z = Z(λ) ··=
w(I)
I:independent set

is the partition function. Clearly, the problem of
counting independent sets is the special case λ = 1.
Our next model is the monomer-dimer model,
which has as its configurations all matchings of a
given graph G = (V, E). For a specified dimer activity
γ > 0, the model assigns a weight w(M ) = γ |M | to
each matching M of the graph. As before, the weights
define the Gibbs distribution µ(M ) = Z1 w(M ) over
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matchings, where
Z = Z(γ) ··=

X

w(M )

M :matching

is the partition function. The problem of counting
matchings again corresponds to the special case γ = 1.
The problem of approximating the partition
function has received much attention, both as a
natural generalization of counting and because of
its connections to sampling.1 Recent progress in
relating the complexity of approximating the partition
function to phase transitions, which we now describe,
has provided further impetus to this line of research.
The first such result was due to Weitz [31], who
exploited the properties of the Gibbs measure of the
hard core model on the infinite d-ary tree. It was
well known that this model exhibits the following
phase transition: there exists a critical activity λc (d)
such that the total variation distance between the
marginal probability distributions induced at the root
of the tree by any two fixings of the independent
set on all the vertices at distance ` from the root
dd
decays exponentially in ` when λ < λc (d) ··= (d−1)
d+1 ,
but remains bounded away from 0 even as ` → ∞
when λ > λc (d). (The former condition is also
referred to as correlation decay, since the correlation
between the configuration at the root of the tree and a
fixed configuration at distance ` from the root decays
exponentially in `; it is also called spatial mixing.)
Weitz showed that for all λ < λc (d) (i.e., in the
regime where correlation decay holds on the d-ary
tree), there exists a deterministic FPTAS for the
partition function of the hard core model on all graphs
of degree at most d + 1. (Note that the condition
on λ is only in terms of the d-ary tree, while the
FPTAS applies to all graphs.) This connection to
phase transitions was further strengthened by Sly [26]
(see also [7, 27]), who showed that an FPRAS for
the partition function of the hard core model with
λ > λc (d) on graphs of degree d + 1 would imply NP
= RP.
In addition to establishing a close connection
between the complexity of a natural computational
problem and an associated phase transition, Weitz’s
algorithm had the further interesting feature of not
being based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods; rather, it used a deterministic procedure
based on proving that decay of correlations on the dary tree implies decay of correlations on all graphs of
1 For

the large class of self-reducible problems, it can be
shown that approximating the partition function is polynomialtime equivalent to approximate sampling from the Gibbs
distribution [13].

degree at most d + 1. To date, no MCMC algorithms
are known for the approximation of the partition
function of the hard core model on graphs of degree
at most d + 1 which run in polynomial time for all
λ < λc (d).
Weitz’s algorithm led to an exploration of his
approach for other problems too. For example, in
the case of the monomer-dimer model—unlike that of
the hard core model—there does exists a randomized
polynomial time algorithm (based on MCMC) for
approximating the partition function which works
for every γ > 0, without any bounds on the degree
of the graph [12]. However, finding a deterministic
algorithm for the problem remains open. Bayati,
Gamarnik, Katz, Nair and Tetali [3] made progress
on this question by showing that Weitz’s approach
could be used to derive a deterministic algorithm that
runs in polynomial time for bounded degree graphs,
and is sub-exponential on general graphs.
The algorithms of both Weitz and Bayati et al.
are therefore polynomial time only on bounded degree
graphs, and in particular, for a given value of the
parameter λ (or γ in the case of the monomer-dimer
model) the running time of these algorithms on graphs
of maximum degree d + 1 depends upon the rate
of decay of correlations on the infinite d-ary tree.
Further, these results are obtained by showing that
decay of correlations on the d-ary tree implies a similar
decay on all graphs of maximum degree d + 1.
There are two important shortcomings of such
results. First, in statistical physics one is often
interested in special classes of graphs such as regular
lattices. One can reasonably expect that the rate of
decay of correlations on such graphs should be better
than that predicted by their maximum degree. Second,
these results have no non-trivial consequences even
in very special classes of sparse unbounded degree
graphs, such as graphs drawn from the Erdős-Rényi
model G(n, d/n) for constant d.
This state of affairs leads to the following natural
question: is there a finer notion of degree that can be
used in these results in place of the maximum degree?
Progress in this direction was made recently for the
case of the hard core model in [25], where it was shown
that one can get decay of correlation results in terms
of the connective constant, a natural and well-studied
notion of average degree. The connective constant of a
regular lattice of degree d + 1 is typically substantially
less than d; and it is bounded even in the case of sparse
random graphs such as those drawn from G(n, d/n),
which have unbounded maximum degree. By analogy
with the bounded degree case, one might hope to get
correlation decay on graphs with connective constant
at most ∆ for all λ < λc (∆). In [25], such a result was
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proven under the stronger condition λ < λc (∆ + 1).
The latter bound is tight asymptotically as ∆ → ∞
(because λc (∆ + 1)/λc (∆) → 1 as ∆ → ∞), but is
sub-optimal in the important case of small ∆.
1.2 Contributions In this paper, we show that
one can indeed replace the maximum degree by the
connective constant in the results of both Weitz [31]
and Bayati et al. [3]. In particular, we show that
for both the hard core and the monomer-dimer
models, decay of correlations on the d-ary tree
determines the rate of decay of correlations—as well
as the complexity of deterministically approximating
the partition function—in all graphs of connective
constant at most d, without any dependence on the
maximum degree. The specific notion of decay of
correlations that we establish is known in the literature
as strong spatial mixing [10, 18, 19, 31], and stipulates
that the correlation between the state of a vertex
v and another set S of vertices at distance ` from
v should decay exponentially in ` even when one
is allowed to fix the state of vertices close to v to
arbitrary values (see the full version [23] for a precise
definition). Prior to the role it played in the design
of deterministic approximate counting algorithms in
Weitz’s work [31], strong spatial mixing was already
a widely studied notion in computer science and
mathematical physics for its utility in analyzing the
mixing time of Markov chains [10, 18, 19], and hence
an improved understanding of conditions under which
it holds is of interest in its own right.
We now give an informal description of the
connective constant [11, 17]; see Section 2.4 for precise
definitions. Given a graph G and a vertex v in
G, let N (v, `) denote the number of self avoiding
walks in G of length ` starting at v. A graph
family F is said to have connective constant ∆ if for
all graphs in F, the number of self-avoiding walks
of length P
at most ` for large ` grows as ∆` , i.e.,
`
−1
if ` log i=1 N (v, i) ∼ log ∆ (the definition can
be applied to both finite and infinite graphs; see
Section 2.4). Note that in the special case graphs
of maximum degree d + 1, the connective constant is
at most d. It can, however, be much lower that this
crude bound: for any  > 0, the connective constant of
graphs drawn from G(n, d/n) is at most d(1 + ) with
high probability (w.h.p.) (see, e.g., [23] fora proof),


even though their maximum degree is Ω logloglogn n
w.h.p.
Our first main result can now be stated as follows.

Theorem 1.1 (Main, Hard core model). Let G
be a family of finite graphs of connective constant at
most ∆, and let λ be such that λ < λc (∆). Then

there is an FPTAS for the partition function of the
hard core model with vertex activity λ for all graphs
in G. Further, even if G contains locally finite infinite
graphs, the model exhibits strong spatial mixing on all
graphs in G.
Remark 1.1. In [25], the above result was proved
under the stronger hypothesis λ < λc (∆ + 1). The
above result therefore subsumes the main results of
[25]. It is also optimal in the following sense: there
cannot be an FPRAS for graphs of connective constant
at most ∆ which works for λ > λc (∆), unless NP
= RP. This follows immediately from the hardness
results for the partition function of the hard core
model on bounded degree graphs [26, 27] since graphs
of degree at most d + 1 have connective constant at
most d.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1 is the
following.
Corollary 1.2. Let λ < λc (d). Then, there is an
algorithm for approximating the partition function of
graphs drawn from G(n, d/n) up to a factor of (1 ± )
which, with high probability over the random choice
of the graph, runs in time polynomial in n and 1/.
A second consequence of Theorem 1.1 is a further
improvement upon the spatial mixing bounds obtained
in [25] for various lattices, as shown in Table 1. For
each lattice, the table shows the best known upper
bound for the connective constant and the strong
spatial mixing (SSM) bounds we obtain using these
values in Theorem 1.1. In the table, a value α in the
“λ” column means that SSM is shown to hold for the
appropriate lattice whenever λ ≤ α. As expected,
improvements over our previous results in [25] are the
most pronounced for lattices with smaller maximum
degree.
The table shows that except in the case of the 2D
integer lattice Z2 , our general result immediately gives
improvements on the best known SSM bounds for all
lattices using only previously known estimates of the
connective constant. Not unexpectedly, our bound for
Z2 using the connective constant as a black-box still
improves upon Weitz’s bound but falls short of the
bounds obtained by Restrepo et al. [22] and Vera et
al. [28] using numerically intensive methods tailored
to this special case. However, as we noted in [25],
any improvement in the bound on the connective
constant would immediately yield an improvement
in our SSM bound. Indeed, in the full version [23],
we use a tighter analysis of the connective constant
of a suitably constructed self-avoiding walk tree of
Z2 to show that SSM holds on this lattice whenever
λ < 2.538, which improves upon the specialized bound
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λ < 2.48, obtained in the papers [22, 28]. We note
that this improvement would not be possible using
only our earlier results in [25].
Our second main result concerns the monomerdimer model.
Theorem 1.3 (Main, Monomer-dimer model).
Let G be a family of finite graphs of connective constant
at most ∆, and let γ > 0 be any fixed edge activity.
Then there is an FPTAS for the partition function of
the monomer-dimer model with edge activity γ for all
graphs in G. More specifically, the running time of the
FPTAS for√ producing an (1 ± ) factor approximation
O( γ∆ log ∆)
is (n/)
.
The previous best deterministic approximation
algorithm for the partition function of the monomerdimer model was due
to Bayati et al. [3], and
√
O( γd log d)
ran in time (n/)
for graphs of degree
at most d + 1. Thus, our algorithm replaces the
maximum degree constraint of Bayati et al. by a
corresponding constraint on the connective constant,
without requiring any bounds on the maximum degree.
In particular, for graphs such as G(n, d/n) which have
bounded connective constant and unbounded degree,
our analysis yields a polynomial time algorithm (for
any fixed value of the edge activity γ) in contrast to the
sub-exponential time algorithm obtained by Bayati et
al. [3]. Using an observation of Kahn and
√ Kim [14],
Bayati et al. also pointed out that the d factor in
the exponent of their running time was optimal for
algorithms which are based on Weitz’s framework and
which use only the fact that the maximum degree of
the graph√is at most d+1. A similar observation shows
that the γ∆ factor in the exponent of our running
time is optimal for algorithms in the Weitz framework
which use bounds on the connective constant (see the
the full version [23] for a more detailed discussion
of this point). As an aside, we also note that when
no bounds on the connective constant are available
our FPTAS degrades to a sub-exponential algorithm,
as does the algorithm of Bayati et al. in the case of
unbounded degree graphs.
1.3 Techniques The analyses by Weitz [31] and
Bayati et al. [3] both begin with the standard
observation that obtaining an FPTAS for the marginal
probabilities of the Gibbs distribution is sufficient
in order to obtain an FPTAS for the partition
function. The next non-trivial step is to show that
this computation of marginal probabilities at a given
vertex v in a graph G can be carried out on the tree
TSAW (v, G) of self-avoiding walks in G starting at
v. Transferring the problem to a tree allows one to
write down a recurrence for the marginal probabilities

of a node in the tree in terms of the marginal
probabilities of its children. However, since the tree
is of exponential size, one needs to truncate the tree
at a small (logarithmic) depth in order to obtain a
polynomial time algorithm. Such a truncation in turn
introduces an “error” at the leaves. The challenge
then is to show that this error contracts exponentially
as the recurrence works its way up to the root.
The approach of [3, 31] (and similar results
in [15, 16, 24]) for establishing this last condition takes
the following general form: one shows that at each
step of the recurrence, the correlation decay condition
implies that the error at the parent node is less than
a constant factor (less than 1) times the maximum
(`∞ norm) of the errors at the children of the node.
Intuitively, this strategy loses information about the
structure of the tree by explaining the error at the
parent in terms of only one of its children, and hence
it is not surprising that the results obtained from it
are only in terms of a local parameter such as the
maximum degree.
The main technical contribution of [25] was to
show that, by analyzing the decay in terms of the
`2 norm—rather than the `∞ norm—of the errors
at the children, one can get past this limitation and
obtain a result in terms of the connective constant.
Nevertheless, as stated above, the results obtained
in [25] did not hold over the best possible range of
parameters. Our main innovation in the present paper
is to analyze instead a norm adapted to the parameters
of the model, rather than a fixed norm such as `2
or `∞ . Specifically, we show that optimal results
can be obtained by analyzing the decay in terms of
a carefully picked `q norm where q is chosen as a
function of the connective constant and the model
parameters (the fugacity λ in the hard core model
and the edge activity γ in the monomer-dimer model).
At a technical level, the use of these adaptive norms
implies that we can no longer employ the relatively
simpler convexity arguments used in [25] in order to
bound the propagation of errors; characterizing the
“worst case” error vectors now requires solving a more
involved optimization problem, which is the main new
technical challenge in this paper. In Section 3, we
give a general framework for tackling this problem.
Our model specific main results are then obtained as
direct applications of this framework. We conjecture
that our framework may find applications to other
approximate counting problems as well.
1.4 Related work Approximating the partition
function has traditionally been studied in the framework of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
For the hard core model on bounded degree graphs,
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Max.

Previous SSM bound

Connective Constant

SSM bound in [25]

Our SSM bound

Lattice

degree

λ

∆

λ

λ

T
H
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
Z6

6
3
4
6
8
10
12

0.762
4.0
2.48
0.762
0.490
0.360
0.285

?

[31]
[31]
[22,28]
[31]
[31]
[31]
[31]

4.251 419
1.847 760
2.679 193
4.7387
6.8040
8.8602
10.8886

[1]
[4]
[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]
[30]

0.937
4.706
2.007
0.816
0.506
0.367
0.288

0.961
4.976
2.082 (2.538? )
0.822
0.508
0.367
0.288

See the full version [23] for a description of how this improved bound is obtained.

Table 1: Strong spatial mixing bounds for various lattices. (ZD is the D-dimensional Cartesian lattice; T and
H denote the triangular and honeycomb lattices respectively.)
this line of work culminated in papers by Dyer and
Greenhill [5] and Vigoda [29], who gave MCMC based
FPRASs for λ < 2/(d − 1) for graphs of maximum degree at most d + 1. Weitz [31] (see also [2]) introduced
a new paradigm by using correlation decay directly to
design a deterministic FPTAS and gave an algorithm
under the condition λ < λc (d) for graphs of degree at
most d + 1; this range of applicability was later proved
to be optimal by Sly [26] (see also [7, 27]). To date, no
MCMC based algorithm is known to have a range of
applicability as wide as Weitz’s algorithm. Restrepo,
Shin, Tetali, Vigoda and Yang [22] extended the approach using sophisticated computational methods
to prove that spatial mixing for the hard core model
holds on Z2 whenever λ < 2.38. However, none of
the above mentioned results could handle even special classes of unbounded degree graphs. Thus, the
problem of sampling from the hard core model on
graphs drawn from G(n, d/n) (which have unbounded
degree) was studied using MCMC methods by Mossel
and Sly [20] and more recently by Efthymiou [6], who
gave a fast MCMC based sampler for λ < 1/(2d). For
a more detailed discussion of earlier work on the hard
core mode we refer to the full version [23]. We note
in passing that Weitz’s approach has since been used
to attack other approximate counting problems as
well (see, e.g., [3, 8]).
Sinclair et al. [25] considered the hard-core model
on graphs of bounded connective constant ∆, and
gave an FPTAS under the condition λ < λc (∆ + 1).
Since λc (∆ + 1) > e/∆, this also gave a polynomial
time algorithm for sampling from the hard core model
on G(n, d/n) when λ < e/d. They also applied their
techniques to study spatial mixing on regular lattices,
and obtained improvements on previous results in all
cases except for the case of Z2 , where their results fell
short of the specialized analysis of Restrepo et al. [22].

In contrast to the case of the hard core model,
where algorithms with the largest range of applicability are already deterministic, much less is known
about deterministic approximation of the partition
function of the monomer-dimer model. Jerrum and
Sinclair [12] gave an MCMC-based randomized algorithm which runs in polynomial time on all graphs
(without any bounds on the maximum degree) for any
fixed value of the edge activity λ. However, no deterministic algorithms with this range of applicability are
known, even in the case of specific graph families such
as G(n, d/n). So far, the best result in this direction
is due to Bayati, Gamarnik, Katz, Nair and Tetali [3],
whose algorithm produces a (1 ± ) factor approximation for√the monomer-dimer partition function in time
Õ( γd)
(n/)
on graphs of maximum degree d. Their
result therefore yields a super-polynomial (though
sub-exponential) algorithm in the case of graphs such
as those drawn from G(n, d/n) (note that the results
of this paper imply a polynomial time algorithm in
this setting).
2

Preliminaries

Note: In the conference version, we focus on the
monomer-dimer model. Technical details of the results
on the hard core model can be found in the full
version [23].

2.1 The monomer-dimer model As stated in
the introduction, algorithms based on the Weitz framework derive an FPTAS for the partition function by
giving an FPTAS for appropriate marginal probabilities; the latter reduction is based on standard
“self-reducibility” arguments, which we defer to Appendix A. We now set up notation for the marginals.
Definition 2.1 (Monomer probability). Consider
the Gibbs distribution of the monomer-dimer model
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with dimer activity γ on a finite graph G = (V, E), leaf, and
and let v be a vertex in V . We define the monomer (2.1)

probability p(v, G) as pv ··= P [v 6∈ M ] which is the

P (u)
when u ∈ S,



probability that v is unmatched (i.e., a monomer ) in

when u 6∈ S is
a matching M sampled from the Gibbs distribution. Fu (σ) =
of arity d ≥ 1

fd (Fu1 (σ), . . . , Fud (σ))


and has children


u1 , u2 , . . . , ud .
Remark 2.1. The monomer-dimer model is often
described in the literature in terms of a monomer 2.3 The self-avoiding walk tree and associactivity λ instead of the dimer activity γ used here. ated recurrences Given a vertex v in a graph G, one
In this formulation, the weight of a matching M can define a rooted tree TSAW (v, G) of self-avoiding
is λu(M ) , where u(M ) is the number of unmatched walks (called the self-avoiding walk tree, or SAW tree)
vertices (monomers) in M . The two formulations are starting at v, as follows: the root of the tree repreequivalent: with dimer activity γ corresponding to sents the trivial self-avoiding walk that ends at v, and
monomer activity λ = γ12 .
given any node u in the tree, its children represent all
2.2 Truncated recurrences with initial conditions As in the case of other correlation decay based
algorithms (e.g., in [8, 31]), we will need to analyze
recurrences for marginals on rooted trees with various
initial conditions. We therefore set up some notation
for describing such recurrences. For a vertex v in a
tree T , we will denote by |v| the distance of v from
the root of the tree. Similarly, for a set S of vertices,
δS ··= minv∈S |v|.
Definition 2.2 (Cutset). Let T be any tree rooted
at ρ. A cutset C is a set of vertices in T satisfying
the following two conditions: (1) any path from ρ to
a leaf v with |v| ≥ δC must pass through C, and (2)
C is an antichain, i.e., for any vertices u and v in C,
neither vertex is an ancestor of the other in T . For
a cutset C, we will denote by T≤C the subtree of T
obtained by removing the descendants of vertices in
C from T .
A trivial example of a cutset is the set L of all
the leaves of T . Another example we will often need
is the set S` of all vertices at distance ` from ρ in T .

possible self-avoiding walks than can be obtained by
extending the self-avoiding walk represented by u by
exactly one step. The importance of the self-avoiding
walk tree for computation stems from the beautiful
results of Godsil [9] (for the monomer-dimer model)
and Weitz [31] (for the hard core model), which allow
the derivation of simple recurrences for the monomer
probability pv (G) on general graphs. We defer the
discussion of Weitz’s reduction to the full version [23],
and concentrate here on the monomer-dimer model.
Theorem 2.1 (Godsil [9]). Let v be a vertex in a
graph G, and consider the monomer-dimer model with
dimer activity γ > 0 on the graphs G and TSAW (v, G).
We then have pv (G) = pv (TSAW (v, G)).
The promised recurrence for pv (G) can now be
derived using dynamic programming on the tree
TSAW (v, G). In particular, let T be any tree rooted at
ρ, and let ρi , 1 ≤ i ≤ d be the children of ρ. Denoting
by pi the monomer probability pρi (Tρi ) at the root
of the subtree Tρi , one can then show that (see, e.g.,
[14])
(2.2) pρ (T ) = fd,γ (p1 , p2 , . . . , pd ) ··=

Definition 2.3 (Initial condition). An initial condition σ = (S, P ) is a set S of vertices in T along
with an assignment P : S → [0, b] of bounded positive
values to vertices in S.
We are now ready to describe the tree recurrences.
Given an initial condition σ = (S, P ) along with a
default value b0 for the leaves, a family of functions
fd : [0, b]d → [0, b] for every positive integer d ≥ 1,
and a vertex u in T , we let Fu (σ) denote the value
obtained at u by iterating the tree recurrences f on
the subtree Tu rooted at u under the initial condition
σ. Formally, we define Fu (σ) = b0 when u 6∈ S is a

1+γ

1
Pd

i=1

pi

.

In terms of our notation for tree recurrences, we note
that the actual computation of pρ (T ) corresponds
to computing Fρ (1L ), where the initial condition 1L
assigns the value 1 to all vertices in L, the cutset comprising all the leaves (and with the boundary value b0
set to 1), since the base case of the recurrence comprises a single vertex which has monomer probability
1 by definition.
Note that the self-avoiding tree can be of exponential size, so that Godsil’s reduction does not immediately yield an efficient algorithm for computing
pρ (G). In order to obtain an algorithm, we would
need to consider truncated versions of the recurrence,
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obtained by specifying initial conditions on the cutset S` comprising all vertices at distance ` from ρ.
Since fd,γ is monotonically decreasing in each of its
arguments, we have
(2.3)
Fρ (0` ) ≤ pρ (T ) ≤ Fρ (1` ) when ` is even, and
Fρ (0` ) ≥ pρ (T ) ≥ Fρ (1` ) when ` is odd.

3

Decay of correlations on the SAW tree

In this section, we lay the groundwork for proving
decay of correlations results for the tree recurrences
Fρ defined in eq. (2.1) for both the hard core
and monomer-dimer models: such a result basically
affirms that truncating the recurrence at a small
depth ` is sufficient in order to approximate Fρ with
good accuracy. Our proof will use the message
approach [16, 22, 24], which proceeds by defining
an appropriate function φ of the marginals being
computed and then showing a decay of correlation
result for this function.

Here, the initial condition 0` (respectively, 1` ) assigns
the value 0 (respectively, 1) to every vertex in S` .
Given these conditions, it is sufficient to show that
the difference between Fρ (0` ) and Fρ (1` ) decreases
exponentially in ` in order to establish that truncated Definition 3.1 (Message [16, 22, 24]). Given a
versions of the recurrence converge to the true answer positive real number b, a message is a strictly
pρ (T ) exponentially fast in the “truncation length” `. increasing and continuously differentiable function
φ : (0, b] → R, with the property that the derivative
2.4 The connective constant We now recall the of φ is bounded away from 0 on its domain. A message
definition of the connective constant of a graph. φ is guaranteed to admit a continuously differentiable
Given a vertex v in a locally finite graph, let N (v, l) inverse, which we will denote by ψ.
be the number of self-avoiding walks of length l
In the rest of this section, we will work in
in the graph which start at v. The connective
the abstract framework described in Section 2.2, to
constant ∆(G) of an infinite graph G is then defined
illustrate how the message approach can be used to
as supv∈V lim sup`→∞ N (v, `)1/` . Note that for the
get strengthened decay of correlation estimates as
special class of vertex-transitive graphs (such as
compared to those obtained from direct analyses of
Cartesian lattices), the supremum over v in the
one step of the recurrence. We will then instantiate our
definition is clearly not required, and further, the
framework with an appropriately chosen message for
lim sup can be replaced by a limit [17].
the monomer-dimer model in Section 4. Its application
The definition was extended in [25] to families of
to the hard core model differs only in the use of
finite graphs parametrized by size. As observed there,
a different message and can be found in the full
such a parametrization is natural for algorithmic
version [23].
applications.
We begin by fixing the boundary value b0 for
the leaves in our recurrence framework, and assume
Definition 2.4 (Connective constant: finite that the initial conditions specify values in the interval
graphs [25]). Let F be a family of finite graphs. [0, b]. We assume that we have a set of tree recurrences
The connective constant of F is at most ∆ if there f : [0, b]d → [0, b] for every positive integer d ≥ 1.
d
exist constants a and c such that for any graph The only constraints we put on the recurrences in this
G = (V, E) in F and any vertex v in G, we have section are the following (both of which are trivially
P`
`
i=1 N (v, i) ≤ c∆ for all ` ≥ a log |V |.
satisfied by the recurrences for the hard core and the
monomer-dimer model).
As observed earlier, the connective constant of
Condition 3.1 (Consistency). We say that a set
a graph of maximum degree d + 1 is at most d, but
of recurrences {fd }d≥1 , where fd is d-variate, are
can be much smaller than this crude bound. For
consistent if they obey the following two conditions:
example, though the maximum degree of a graph
(1) if x ∈ Rd is a permutation of y ∈ Rd , then fd (x) =
drawn from the Erdős–Rényi model G (n, d/n) is
f (y); and (2) if all but the first k co-ordinates of
Θ(log n/ log log n) w.h.p, it is not hard to show (see, d
x ∈ Rd are 0, then fd (x) = fk (x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xk ).
e.g., [23]) that for any fixed  > 0, the connective
Given the message φ (and its inverse ψ), we further
constant of such a graph is at most d(1 + ) w.h.p.
define fdφ by
Remark 2.2. Note that the connective constant has
φ
·
a natural interpretation as the “average arity” of the fd (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) ·= φ (fd (ψ(x1 ), ψ(x2 ), . . . , ψ(xd ))) .
SAW tree, since vertices in TSAW (v, G) at distance ` We then have the following simple consequence of
from the root are in bijection with self-avoiding walks the mean value theorem (a proof can be found in
of length ` starting at v.
Appendix B).
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Lemma 3.2 (Mean value theorem). Consider two
vectors x and y in φ([0, B])d . Then there exists a
vector z ∈ [0, ∞)d such that
(3.4)
d
X
|yi − xi | ∂fd
fdφ (x) − fdφ (y) ≤ Φ (fd (z))
,
Φ(zi ) ∂zi
i=1

for which the program
a
d 
X
∂fd
1
max
,
Φ(xi ) ∂xi
i=1
fd (x) = B
xi ∈ D,
1≤i≤d

is feasible, it also has a solution x in which all
the non-zero entries of x are equal. (We assume
implicitly that 0 ∈ D.)

0

where Φ := φ is the derivative of φ, and by a
d
slight abuse of notation we denote by ∂f
∂zi the partial
derivative of fd (R1 , R2 , . . . , Rd ) with respect to Ri
evaluated at R = z.

The first step of our approach is similar to that
taken in the papers [15, 16, 22, 24] in that we will use
an appropriate message—along with the estimate in
Lemma 3.2—to argue that the “distance” between
two input message vectors x and y at the children of
a vertex shrinks by a constant factor at each step of
the recurrence. Previous works [15, 16, 22, 24] showed
such a decay on some version of the `∞ norm of the
“error” vector x − y: this was achieved by bounding
the appropriate dual `1 norm of the gradient of the
recurrence. Our intuition is that in order to achieve
a bound in terms of a global quantity such as the
connective constant, it should be advantageous to use
a more global measure of the error such as an `q norm
for some q < ∞.
In line with the above plan, we will attempt to
bound the right hand side of eq. (3.4) in terms of kx −
ykq for an appropriate value of q < ∞ by maximizing
the sum while keeping fd (z) fixed. A similar approach
was taken by Sinclair et al. [25], who carried out the
above maximization using relatively simple concavity
arguments. However, their arguments worked only
for q = 2, and it was this restriction that led to
their results being sub-optimal. The main technical
innovation of this paper is to get past the requirement
q = 2 using a more flexible optimization than that
used in [25]. To do this, we will seek to establish the
following property for our messages (the exponent a
will be the Hölder conjugate of the value of q that we
eventually use).

where

∂fd
1
2. limxi →0+ Φ(x
∂xi = 0 for all d ≥ 1, and for
i)
any fixed values of the xj , j 6= i.
For symmetrizable messages, we will be able
to bound the quantity |fdφ (x) − fdφ (y)| in terms of
kx − ykq , where 1/a + 1/q = 1, and our improved
correlation decay bounds will be based on the fact
that symmetrizability can be shown to hold under a
wider range of values of q than that required by the
concavity conditions used in [25]. Our bounds will be
stated in terms of the following notion of decay.
Notation. Given a d-variate function fd and
a scalar x, we denote by fd (x) the quantity
fd (x, x, . . . , x).

Definition 3.3 (Decay factor α). Let φ be a
message with derivative Φ, and let a and q be positive
reals such that a1 + 1q = 1. We define the functions
Ξφ,q (d, x) and ξφ,q (d) as follows:

q
1 Φ(fd (x)) |fd0 (x)|
·
Ξφ,q (d, x) ·=
;
d
Φ(x)
ξφ,q (d) ··= sup Ξφ,q (d, x).
x≥0

The decay factor α is then defined as
(3.5)

α ··= sup ξφ,q (d).
d≥1

Armed with the above definitions, we are now
ready to prove Lemma 3.3, which provides the requisite decay bound for one step of the tree recurrence.
The main technical step in applying this lemma is to
find a, q as in the definition and a message φ symmetrizable with exponent a for which the decay factor
α is small; Lemma 3.4 below then shows how the
decay factor comes into play in proving exponential
decay of correlations over the tree.

Definition 3.2. Given a consistent family of recurΦ,
rences {fd }d≥1 , a message φ (with Φ ··= φ0 ) is said to Lemma 3.3. Let φ be a message with derivative
1
1
and
let
a
and
q
be
positive
reals
such
that
+
=
1.
a
q
be symmetrizable with exponent a with respect to the
If
φ
is
symmetrizable
with
exponent
a,
then
for
any
family if it satisfies the following two conditions:
two vectors x, y in φ([0, b])d , there exists an integer
k ≤ d such that
1. Let D be the domain of the recurrence family.
For every positive integer d and every real B > 0
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fdφ (x) − fdφ (y)

q

≤ ξφ,q (k)kx − ykqq .

Proof. We apply Lemma 3.2. Assuming z is as defined
in that lemma, we have by Hölder’s inequality
fdφ (x)

−

fdφ (y)

d
X
|yi − xi | ∂fd
≤ Φ(fd (z))
Φ(zi ) ∂zi
i=1

≤ Φ(fd (z))kx − ykq
a !1/a
d 
X
∂fd
1
·
.
Φ(zi ) ∂zi
i=1
Since φ is symmetrizable with exponent a, we can
replace z in the above inequality with a vector z̃ all
of whose non-zero entries are equal to some fixed real
z̃. Let k ≤ d be the number of non-zero entries in z̃.
Using the consistency condition, we then get

4 A message for the monomer-dimer model
In this section, we apply the general framework of
Section 3 to the monomer-dimer model. As in the
case of the hard core model, the first step is to choose
an appropriate message. Unfortunately, unlike the
case of the hard core model where we can show that
an already known message is sufficient (see the full
version [23] for details), we need to find a new message
function in this case. We claim that the following
message works:


1
x
φ(x) ··= log
(4.6)
, so that
2
2−x
1
.
Φ(x) ··= φ0 (x) =
x(2 − x)

fdφ (x) − fdφ (y) ≤ Φ(fk (z̃))kx − ykq

Note that φ is strictly increasing and continuously
differentiable on the interval (0, 1], and its derivative
k 
X
1
is bounded away from 0 on that interval. Thus, φ
0
|f (z̃)|
·
satisfies the conditions required in the definition of a
kΦ(z̃) k
i=1
message (note that the bound b used in the definition
0
1 Φ(fk (z̃)) |fk (z̃)|
kx − ykq . is 1 in the case of the monomer-dimer model). Now,
= 1−1/a
Φ(z̃)
k
in order to apply Lemma 3.4, we first study the
Raising both sides to the power q, and using a1 + 1q = 1 symmetrizability of φ in the following technical lemma.
and the definitions of the functions Ξ and ξ, we get
Lemma 4.1. Fix r ∈ (1, 2]. The message φ as
the claimed inequality.
defined in eq. (4.6) is symmetrizable with exponent r
Given a message φ satisfying the conditions of with respect to the tree recurrences {fd,γ }d≥1 of the
Lemma 3.3, we can easily prove the following lemma monomer-dimer model.
on the propagation of errors in locally finite infinite
We defer the proof of the above lemma to
trees. Recall that Fρ (σ) denotes the value computed Appendix C. As discussed above, we will need to
by the recurrence at the root ρ under an initial choose the exponent r carefully in terms of the
condition σ. The lemma quantifies the dependence parameters in order to obtain an optimal decay factor.
of Fρ (σ) on initial conditions σ which are fixed We begin with a technical lemma which characterizes
everywhere except at some cutset C, in terms of the the behavior of the function ξ used in the definition
distance of C from ρ.
of the decay factor. For ease of notation, we drop the
a !1/a

Lemma 3.4. Let T be a finite tree rooted at ρ. Let
C be a cutset in T at distance at least 1 from the
root which does not contain any leaves, and let C 0
be the cutset consisting of the children of vertices in
C. Consider two arbitrary initial conditions σ and
τ on T≤C 0 which differ only on C 0 , and which assign
values from the interval [0, b]. Given a recurrence
family {fd }d≥1 , let a and q be positive reals such
that a1 + 1q = 1 and suppose φ is a message that is
symmetrizable with exponent a. We then have
 q X
M
q
|Fρ (σ) − Fρ (τ )| ≤
α|v| ,
L
v∈C

where α is as defined in eq. (3.5), and L and M are
defined as follows:
L ··= inf φ0 (x); M ··= max |φ(Fv (σ)) − φ(Fv (τ ))| .
x∈(0,b)

v∈C

For a proof of this lemma, see Appendix B.

subscript φ from the notation for ξ.
Lemma 4.2. Consider the monomer-dimer model
with edge activity γ, and let φ be the message chosen
in (4.6). For any q > 1, we have ξq (d) = Ξq (d, p̃γ (d)),
(0,1)
where p̃γ (d) satisfies Ξq (d, p̃γ (d)) = 0 and is given
by
√
1 + 4γd − 1
.
p̃γ (d) ··=
2γd
Proof. Plugging in Φ from eq. (4.6) in the definition
of Ξ, we get
q

γx(2 − x)fd,γ (x)
Ξq (d, x) = dq−1
2 − fd,γ (x)

q
γx(2 − x)
q−1
=d
,
1 + 2γdx
1
.
since fd,γ (x) =
1 + γdx
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√
q = 1 + 4γD from eq. (4.7). Now, we note that in
eq. (4.8), the quantity outside the square brackets is
always positive, while the quantity inside the square


2qΞq (d, x)
(0,1)
2
brackets
is a strictly decreasing function of d which is
Ξq (d, x) =
1 − x − γdx .
x(2 − x)(1 + 2γdx)
positive for d < D and negative for d > D. It follows
0
For fixed d, and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, the quantity outside the that νγ (d) has a unique zero at d = D for d ≥ 0, and
square brackets is always positive, while the expression this zero is a global maximum of νγ .
inside the square brackets is strictly decreasing in
We are now ready to prove our main result for
x. Thus, any zero of the expression in the brackets
in the interval [0, 1] will be a unique maximum of the monomer-dimer model, Theorem 1.3 from the
Ξq . By solving the quadratic, we see that p̃γ (d) introduction. Given Lemmas 3.4 and 4.3, only some
as defined above is such a solution. Thus, Ξq (d, x) standard arguments are needed to finish the proof.
is maximized at p̃γ (d) as defined above, and hence
ξq (d) = Ξq (d, p̃γ (d)).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let F be any family of finite
graphs with connective constant at most ∆. Given
Given the edge activity γ and an upper bound ∆
the vertex activity γ of the monomer-dimer model,
on the connective constant of the graph family being
we choose D = max(∆, 3/(4γ)). Using Lemma 4.3,
considered, we now choose D > max(∆, 3/(4γ)). We
we then see that the decay factor α appearing in
claim that we can get the required decay factor by
Lemma 3.4 can be chosen to be α = [1 − 2/(1 +
√
choosing
1 + 4γD)]q /D. Now, let G be any graph (with n
(4.7)
vertices) from F, and let v be a vertex in G. As
1
1
1
1
1
=1− √
=1− = √
;
.
observed in Section 2.1, it is sufficient to construct an
r
q
r
1 + 4γD
1 + 4γD
FPTAS for pv (G) in order to derive an FPTAS for
Note that the choice of D implies that 1 < r ≤ 2, the partition function.
Consider the self-avoiding walk tree TSAW (v, G)
so that φ is symmetrizable with respect to r. The
following lemma shows that this choice of r indeed rooted at v (as defined in Section 2.1). From
gives us the required decay factor. We emphasize Godsil’s theorem (Theorem 2.1), we know that
the dependence of the decay factor on the model pv (G) = pv (TSAW (v, G)). Let C` denote the cutset
parameters by setting νγ (d) ··= ξq (d), where q is as in TSAW (v, G) consisting of all vertices at distance `
from v. Since F has connective constant at most ∆,
chosen in eq. (4.7).
there exist
constants a and c such that if ` ≥ a log n,
Lemma 4.3. Fix γ > 0 and D > 3/4γ, and let q be we have P` N (v, `) ≤ c∆` . We will now apply
as chosen in (4.7). Then the function νγ : R+ → R+ Lemma 3.4 i=1
with q as defined in eq. (4.7). We first
is maximized at d = D. Further, the decay factor α is observe that the quantities L and M in the lemma
given by
can be taken to be

q
2
1
1
√
1−
α = νγ (D) =
.
L = 1, and, M = log(1 + 2γn),
D
1 + 1 + 4γD
2
Taking the partial derivative with respect to the
second argument, we get

Proof. We consider the derivative of νγ (d) with since the degree of any vertex in G is at most n.3
respect to d. Recalling that νγ (d) = ξ(d) = Ξ(d, p̃γ (d)) Define c ·= (M/L)q . Starting with the result of
0 ·
and using the chain rule, we have
Lemma 3.4, we then use |C` | ≤ c∆` , substitute the
value of α, and finally employ D ≥ ∆ to get
dp̃
νγ0 (d) = Ξ(1,0) (d, p̃) + Ξ(0,1) (d, p̃)
X
dd
q
`
|Fv (0` ) − Fv (1` )| ≤ c0
α` ≤ c · c0 · (α∆) ,
= Ξ(1,0) (d, p̃),
u∈C`

since Ξ(0,1) (d, p̃) = 0 by definition of p̃

(4.8)

(4.9)

Ξ(d, p̃)
=
[q − 1 − 2γdp̃]
d(1 + 2γdp̃)
i
p
Ξ(d, p̃) hp
1 + 4γD − 1 + 4γd ,
=
d(1 + 2γdp̃)

3 Since

where we√in the last line we substitute the values
p̃γ (d) = ( 1 + 4γd − 1)/(2γd) from Lemma 4.2 and


≤ c · c0 · 1 −

1+

√

2
1 + 4γD

q`
,

the degree of every vertex v in the graph is n,
1
every boundary condition sigma satisfies 1 ≥ Fv (σ) ≥ 1+γn
.
Substituting these bounds in the definition of M in Lemma 3.4
yields the claimed bound.
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Raising both sides to the power 1/q and substituting
for c0 and q, we then have
(4.10)
|Fv (0` ) − Fv (1` )| ≤

1 1/√1+4γD
· log(1 + 2γn)
c
2

`
2
√
.
· 1−
1 + 1 + 4γD

To analyze the running time, we note that in order
to obtain a (1 ± ) multiplicative approximation to
pv (G), it is sufficient to obtain a ±/(1 + γn) additive
approximation; this is because pv (G) ≥ 1/(1 + γn))
since the degree of each vertex in G is at most n. Now,
as observed in Section 2.2, pv (G) always lies between
the quantities Fv (0` ) and Fv (1` ), so in order to obtain
a ±/(1 + γn) approximation, it is sufficient to choose
` ≥ a log n large enough so that the right hand side
of eq. (4.10) is at most /(1 + γn). Denoting by β the
quantity in the parenthesis on the right hand side of
eq. (4.10), we can ensure this by choosing

p

1
1 + γn
`≥
+ log log
log
1 + 2γn
log(1/β)


1
+√
log c .
1 + 4γD
Further, given P
such an `, the running time of the
`
algorithm is O( i=1 N (v, `)) = O(∆` ), since this is
the time it takes to expand the self-avoiding walk
tree
√ up to depth `. Noting that 1/(log(1/β)) =
γ∆ + Θ(1), we obtain an algorithm running in time
√
γ∆·log ∆)

((1 + γn)/)O(

which provides a (1 ± ) multiplicative approximation
for pv (G). The self-reducibility arguments referred to
above (and provided in detail in Appendix A) show
that this yields an algorithm for approximating the
partition function up to a multiplicative factor of
(1 ± ) with the same asymptotic exponent in the
running time. This completes the proof.
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ties translate into approximation algorithms for the
partition function (see, e.g, [8, 31]). We provide the
calculations here for the case of the monomer-dimer
model, and refer to Weitz [31] for similar calculations
for the hard core model.
Let v1 , v2 , . . . , vn be any arbitrary ordering of the
vertices of G. Since the monomer-dimer partition
function of the empty graph is 1, we then have
Z(G) =
(A.1)

=

n
Y
Z (G − {v1 , . . . , vi−1 })
i=1
n
Y

Z (G − {v1 , . . . , vi })

1
.
p
(G
−
{v
1 , . . . , vi−1 })
i=1 vi

Suppose, we have an FPTAS for the probabilities pρ
which runs in time t(n, 1/) and produces an output
p̂ such that pρ /(1 + ) ≤ p̂ ≤ pρ . Now, given  ≤ 1,
we use the FPTAS in time t (n, 2n/) to compute an
approximation p̂i to the pvi (G − {v1 , . . . , vi−1 }). We
then have for each i
1
1
≤
pvi (G − {v1 , . . . , vi−1 })
p̂i
≤

1 + /(2n)
.
pvi (G − {v1 , . . . , vi−1 })

By multiplying these estimates. we obtain an estimate
Ẑ of the partition function which satisfies

 n
Z(G) ≤ Ẑ ≤ Z(G) 1 +
2n
/2
≤ Z(G)e ≤ Z(G)(1 + ),
where we use the condition  ≤ 1 in the last inequality.
Thus, the total running time is O (n · t (n, 2n/)),
which is polynomial in n and 1/ whenever t is. Thus,
it is sufficient to derive an FPTAS for the marginal
probabilities in order to obtain an FPTAS for the
partition function.
B Proofs omitted from Section 3
We reproduce here the proof of Lemma 3.2 from [25]
for the convenience of the reader.
φ
(tx + (1 −
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Define H(t) ··= fd,λ
t)y) for t ∈ [0, 1]. By the scalar mean value theorem
applied to H, we have
φ
φ
(x) − fd,λ
(y) = H(1) − H(0)
fd,λ

= H 0 (s), for some s ∈ [0, 1].
From probabilities to the partition
function
Let ψ denote the inverse of the message φ: the
In this section, we review some standard facts on how derivative of ψ is given by ψ 0 (y) =
1
Φ(ψ(y)) , where
approximation algorithms for the marginal probabiliΦ is the derivative of φ. We now define the vector z
A
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by setting zi = ψ(sxi + (1 − s)yi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We we suppress the dependence of ξ on φ and q. Applying
then have
Lemma 3.3 followed by the induction hypothesis, we
then have, for some positive integer k ≤ dv
φ
φ
fd,λ
(x) − fd,λ
(y) = |H 0 (s)|
q
E
D
|φ(Rv (σ)) − φ(Rv (τ ))|
φ
= ∇fλ,d (sx + (1 − s)y), x − y
dv
X
q
≤
ξ(k)
|φ(Rvi (σ)) − φ(Rvi (τ ))| ,
d
X xi − yi ∂fd,λ
i=1
= Φ(fd,λ (z))
,
Φ(zi ) ∂zi
i=1
using Lemma 3.3
using the chain rule
dv X
X
q
≤
M
ξ(k)
α|u|−δvi ,
d
X |yi − xi | ∂fd,λ
i=1 u∈Cvi
.
≤ Φ (fd,λ (z))
Φ(zi )
∂zi
i=1
using the induction hypothesis
X
We recall that for simplicity, we are using here the
α|u|−δv ,
≤ Mq
∂f
somewhat non-standard notation ∂zi for the value of
u∈Cv
∂f
the partial derivative ∂R
at
the
point
R
=
z.
i
where in the last step we use ξ(k) ≤ α and δvi = δv +1.
We now give the proof of the Lemma 3.4. The This completes the induction.
proof is syntactically identical to the proof of a similar
lemma in [25], and the only difference (which is of C Symmetrizability of the message
course crucial for our purposes) is the use of the more In this section, we prove Lemma 4.1, which establishes
specialized Lemma 3.3 in the inductive step. However, the symmetrizability of the message φ defined in
we reproduce the proof here for completeness.
eq. (4.6). We begin with an auxiliary technical lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Recall that given a vertex v in
T≤C , Tv is the subtree rooted at v and containing all
the descendants of v, and Fv (σ) is the value computed
by the recurrence at the root v of Tv under the initial
condition σ restricted to Tv . We will denote by Cv
the restriction of the cutset C to Tv .
By induction on the structure of Tρ , we will now
show that for any vertex v in Tρ which is at a distance
δv from ρ, and has arity dv , one has
X
α|u|−δv .
(B.2) |φ(Fv (σ)) − φ(Fv (τ ))|q ≤ M q

Lemma C.1. Let r and a satisfy 1 < r ≤ 2 and
0 < a < 1 respectively. Consider the functions
γ(x) ··= xr (2 − x)r and g(x) ··= γ(a − x) + γ(a + x).
Note that g is even and is well defined in the interval
[−A, A], where A ··= min(a, 1 − a). Then all the
maxima of the function g in the interval [−A, A] lie
in the set {−a, 0, a}.

The lemma has the following simple consequence.
Let 0 ≤ s1 , s2 ≤ 1 be such that (s1 + s2 )/2 is
constrained to be some fixed constant a ≤ 1. Then,
applying
the lemma with s1 = a − x, s2 = a + x,
u∈Cv
we see that γ(s1 ) + γ(s2 ) is maximized either when
To see that this implies the claim of the lemma, s1 = s2 = a or when one of them is 0 and the other is
we observe that since Fρ (σ) and Fρ (τ ) are in the 2a (the second case can occur only when a ≤ 1/2).
interval [0, b], we have |Fv (σ)−Fv (τ )| ≤ L1 |φ(Fv (σ))−
φ(Fv (τ ))|. Hence, taking v = ρ in eq. (B.2), the claim Proof of Lemma C.1. Since g is even, we only need
to analyze it in the interval [0, A], and show that
of the lemma follows from the above observation.
We now proceed to prove eq. (B.2). The base restricted to this interval, its maxima lie in {0, a}.
We begin with an analysis of the third derivative
case of the induction consists of vertices v which are
of
γ,
which is given by
either of arity 0 or which are in C. In the first case
(which includes the case where v is fixed by both the
000
2 r−2
initial conditions to the same value), we clearly have (C.3) γ (x) = −4r(r − 1)(1 − x)(1 − (1 − x) )


Fv (σ) = Fv (τ ), and hence the claim is trivially true.
3 − (2r − 1)(1 − x)2
.
·
In the second case, we have Cv = {v}, and all the
1 − (1 − x)2
children of v must lie in C 0 . Thus, in this case, the
claim is true by the definition of M .
Our first claim is that γ 000 is strictly increasing in the
We now proceed to the inductive case. Let interval [0, 1] when 1 < r ≤ 2. In the case when r = 2,
v1 , v2 , . . . vdv be the children of v, which satisfy the last two factors in eq. (C.3) simplify to constants,
eq. (B.2) by induction. In the remainder of the proof, so that γ 000 (x) = −12r(r − 1)(1 − x), which is clearly
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strictly increasing. When 1 < r < 2, the easiest way
note that g 0 (A) ≥ 0, so that—as observed above–
to prove the claim is to notice that each of the factors
we cannot have A 6= a. Further, the maximum
in the product on the right hand side of is a strictly
of g in this case is at x = 0 if g(0) > g(A), and
increasing non-negative function of y = 1 − x when
at x = A otherwise. Since we already argued
x ∈ [0, 1] (the fact that the second and third factors
that A must be equal to a in this case, this shows
are increasing and non-negative requires the condition
that the maxima of g in [0, A] again lie in the set
that r < 2). Thus, because of the negative sign, γ 000
{0, a}.
itself is a strictly decreasing function of y, and hence
We now prove Lemma 4.1.
a strictly increasing function of x in that interval.
We can now analyze the behavior of g in the Proof of Lemma 4.1. We first verify the second coninterval [0, A]. We first show that when a > 1/2, so dition in the definition of symmetrizability:
that A = 1−a 6= a, g does not have a maximum at x =
∂fd,γ
1
γpi (2 − pi )
A when restricted to [0, A]. We will achieve this by
lim
= lim 
2 = 0.
0
Pd
pi →0 Φ (pi )
pi →0
showing that when 1 > a > 1/2, g (1 − a) < 0. To see
∂pi
p
1
+
γ
j=1 j
this, we first compute γ 0 (x) = 2rxr−1 (2−x)r−1 (1−x),
and then observe that
We now recall the program used in the definition of
symmetrizability with respect to exponent r, with the
0
0
0
g (1 − a) = γ (1) − γ (2a − 1)
definitions
of Φ and fd,γ substituted:
= −γ 0 (2a − 1) < 0, since 0 < 2a − 1 < 1.
d
X
We now start with the observation that g 000 (x) =
max
γ r fd,γ (p)2r
pri (2 − pi )r ,
where
000
000
γ (a + x) − γ (a − x), so that because of the strict
i=1
monotonicity of γ 000 in [0, 1] (which contains the
1
=B
Pd
interval [0, A]), we have g 000 (x) > 0 for x ∈ (0, A]. We
1 + γ i=1 pi
00
note that this implies that g (x) is strictly increasing
1≤i≤d
0 ≤ pi ≤ 1,
in the interval [0, A]. We also note that g 0 (0) = 0. We
now consider two cases.
Since we are only interested in the values of p solving
Case 1: g 00 (0) ≥ 0 Using the fact that g 00 (x) is the program, we can simplify the program as follows:
strictly increasing in the interval [0, A] we see
d
X
that g 00 (x) is also positive in the interval (0, A] in
max
pri (2 − pi )r ,
where
0
this case. This, along with the fact that g (0) = 0,
i=1
d
implies that g 0 (x) > 0 for x ∈ (0, A], so that g
X
1−B
is strictly increasing in [0, A] and hence is maxpi = B 0 ··=
γB
imized only at x = A. As proved above, this
i=1
implies that the maximum of g must be attained
1≤i≤d
0 ≤ pi ≤ 1,
at x = a (in other words, the case g 00 (0) ≥ 0 cannot arise when a > 1/2 so that A = 1 − a 6= a). We see that the feasible set is compact. Thus, if it is
also non-empty, there is at least one (finite) optimal
Case 2: g 00 (x) < 0 Again, using the fact that g 00 (x) solution to the program. Let y be such a solution.
is strictly increasing in [0, A], we see that there is Suppose without loss of generality that the first k
at most one zero c of g 00 in [0, A]. If no such zero co-ordinates of y are non-zero while the rest are 0.
exists, then g 00 is negative in [0, A], so that g 0 is We claim that yi = yj 6= 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k.
strictly decreasing in [0, A]. Since g 0 (0) = 0, this
For if not, let i =
6 j be such that yi yj 6= 0 and
implies that g 0 is also negative in (0, A) so that yi 6= yj . Let yi + yj = 2a. The discussion following
the unique maximum of g in [0, A] is attained at Lemma C.1 implies that at least one of the following
x = 0.
two operations, performed while keeping the sum
00
Now suppose that g has a zero c in (0, A]. As yi + yj fixed and ensuring that yi , yj ∈ [0, 1] (so that
before, we can conclude that g 0 is strictly negative all the constraints in the program are still satisfied),
in [0, c], and strictly increasing in [c, A]. Thus, if will increase the value of the sum γ(yi ) + γ(yj ) =
r
r
r
r
g 0 (A) < 0, g 0 must be negative in all of (0, A], so yi (2 − yi ) + yj (2 − yj ) :
that g is again maximized at x = 0 as in Case
1. Making yi = yj , or
1. The only remaining case is when there exists
a number c1 ∈ (c, A] such that g 0 is negative in
2. Making yi = 0 (so that yj = 2a). This case is
possible only when 2a ≤ 1.
(0, c1 ) and positive in (c1 , A]. In this case, we
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Thus, if y does not have all its non-zero entries equal,
we can increase the value of the objective function
while maintaining all the constraints. This contradicts
the fact that y is a maximum, and completes the
proof.
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